Response to Anonymous Referees

“Overview: Precipitation Characteristics and Sensitivities to Environmental Conditions during GoAmazon2014/5 and ACRIDICON-CHUVA” by Luiz A. T. Machado et al.

Dear Editor,

The authors would like to thank the two reviewers for their helpful comments and suggestions. We have responded to each reviewer comment and incorporated the reviewer suggestions into the manuscript.
The individual reviewer comments and responses are included below, with author comments in bold and reviewer comments in italics.
Response to Referee #1 – Dr. Y. Zhuang.

We would like to thank Dr. Y. Zhuang for the valuable comments (italic). We will improve the manuscript based on your suggestions. Please find a point-by-point response (bold) and proposed changes to the manuscript below.

This study utilized field campaign data collected during GoAmazon 2014/5 and CHUVA-ACRIDICON, as well as satellite and S-band radar data, to give an overview of precipitation characteristic and corresponding thermodynamic conditions, and analyze the relationship between precipitation and several environmental conditions, including aerosol loading, land surface, etc. Contrast between the wet and dry season for these characteristics and relationship were emphatically discussed. Although there are numerous previous studies about the convection and precipitation in the Amazon, this is the first paper which summarizes such complex features about the precipitation and its seasonality in the Central Amazon using multiple comprehensive datasets. Overall, I found this work to be well-written and scientifically sound, and results in this work will aid to further understanding of cloud and precipitation systems in Amazon and potentially provide implications for modeling groups to improve GCM parameterization. I recommend this manuscript to be published after some minor revisions.

Thank you for your comments. The manuscript was improved based on your recommendations.

Specific Comments:

1. Page 3, Line 10: Could the authors provide reference for this statement? Additionally, I think it would be also helpful to add monthly rainfall in Figure 2 since SIPAM product is available in 2014 and 2015 whole year. In ECMWF reanalysis data and S band radar rain rate derived by (Zhuang et al. 2017, JGRA), Sep is even drier than July and August.

The reference is Machado et. al. (2004) DOI 10.1007/s00704-004-0044-9. In this case, we are referring to Manaus (data were obtained from rain gauges). You are correct that September is drier than July and that August is the driest month. September was added to the text. We added an additional Figure (Fig. 2F) to show the 2014 monthly mean rainfall and rain fall rates. We believe that it is more appropriate to use the rain gauge data in this instance. The SIPAM S-band radar data are discussed in item 3, and 2014 was chosen to reflect the same period shown in the other panels of Figure 2.

2. Page 3, Line 15: It would be helpful to describe how CAPE was calculated either here or in the method section. Specifically, what is the initial condition of the parcel (surface based, mixed layer average, . . .)? The choice of initial parcel could affect the CAPE value very significantly, possibly the seasonality as well.

We added the thermodynamic calculation procedures to the methodology based on your suggestion. This procedure relied on surface calculations. The Williams et al.
paper also relied on surface data to compute CAPE (this information was also included in the text).

3. **Page 7, Line 12:** Is there a reason for only using 2014 wet-season disdrometer data to determine the Z-R relationship? Can the authors further speculate how much this approximation that the wet and dry seasons have same DSD could affect results? Such as Figure 1 and Figure 4, does the approximation make the difference between wet and dry season smaller or larger?

There was a mistake in the legends for Figures 4 and 7; the rainfall data were collected using a disdrometer, as explained in the text. The effect of the radar S-band rainfall estimation is only considered in Figures 8 and 12. As these figures are presented by vegetation and topography class for each season, the Z-R relationship has little effect on the conclusions. Therefore, the variation between the classes rather than the absolute values should be considered. We used the Joss disdrometer and the period with the best data (i.e., the wet season with the J-W) to create the Z-R relationship. A sentence was added to the text discussing the possible implications of this method on the total rainfall measurements.

The Z-R relationship is more sensitive to the way one filters out disdrometer data than to the intrinsic difference between the wet and dry Z-R relationship. Thus, this relationship was considered by ARM-DOE as more appropriate (Courtney Schumacher, data mentor). The Joss disdrometer was only used during the wet season by the researchers because they were considering a more continuous and larger sample than previously collected. The researchers filtered out all points with less than 100 droplets per minute. This method resulted in a more conservative relationship that is closer to Marshall Palmer. However, if a filter of 10 drops per minute is considered, the Z-R relationship differs more substantially than can be explained by the wet-dry seasonal differences. Figure 1 shows some of the Z-R relationships used to test the ARM Z-R relationship. IOP2-JW is the Joss adjusted relationship during the dry season (filter 10 drops/minute); IOP1-JW is the Joss-adjusted relationship during the wet season (filter 10 drops/minute); and Aaron is the relationship used in the manuscript and in the ARM database (for wet Joss but filtered using 100 drops per minute). The Marshall Palmer (MP) and NEXRAD were also considered. Note that differences between how the disdrometer data are filtered are larger than the differences between dry and wet seasons when using the same filter. We added a discussion within the text explaining why the S-band data were not considered as an absolute value of rainfall.
4. Page 9, Line 21-22: I feel that usage of “rain rate” and “rainfall” could be a little confusing here. By “This is the reason why the wet season has a maximum rain rate”, I think the authors actually mean the average daily rain rate but not the rain rate used in Line 15-16 for rain event. I feel it’s better to explicitly specify the average period and use something like “rain rate for precipitation event”, or just use symbol RR and R to discriminate them. Also check Line 34 in abstract and description in Figure 1.

We were trying to explain the exception (the largest RR occurred during the wet season – only one case) and in doing so created confusion, as you noted. We rewrote this part to clarify our meaning and have taken your other suggestions into consideration.

5. Page 9, Line 30-33: Similar conclusions about atmospheric instability and cloud fraction variations between wet and dry season were also discussed in some previous studies such as Zhuang et al. 2017.

The reference was added to the text.

6. Page 9, Line 31: Definition of bulk shear is not given. Is it surface to 6km bulk shear?

The definitions of all the thermodynamic-dynamic parameters were added to the methodology. The bulk shear is the difference between the surface-500 m and surface-6000 m average wind speed.

7. Page 12, Line 24-26: Is the comparison “clearer distinction” made between the dry and wet season or between 8km and above 8km in the dry season? Also, in conclusion section at Page 17, Line 28-29, “. . . more homogenous clouds above 8-km . . .”, does this contradict with “. . . higher correlation at approximately
8km” here? It seems to me the frequency of RhoHV<0.97 is higher above 8km, and that of RhoHV>0.97 is lower above 8km. Doesn’t this mean the average RhoHV is smaller and the cloud becomes less homogenous above 8km?

The clearest distinction appears below and above 8 km. This was clarified in the text. You are correct that the sentence was not well written, which resulted in an incorrect interpretation. The text was changed to “During the dry season, there appears to be a clearer distinction between the mixed phase and the glaciation phase above 8 km. The wet season correlation coefficient is more homogenous with height inside the cloud.”

8. Comparison between Figure 6c and 6f shows dry season has larger frequency in high RhoHV range (larger purple area) above melting layer and below 8 km, which means RhoHV is smaller and the cloud becomes less homogenous above 8km.

We agree and have addressed this item as discussed in item 7. The paragraph has been rewritten. We hope the new text is clearer and more accurate.

9. Page 14, Line 19-22: Discussions here are not very clear. What does “the variation . . . is 25%” mean? What “difference” is “very consistent”?

Yes; this sentence requires clarification. We intended to refer to the difference between the RR median values of each surface type. In addition, the data are not consistent but are significant. This was changed in the text.

10. Page 16, Line 2: “difference . . . increase with the altitude . . .”. I don’t find this statement to be true for Figure 11b.

You are correct that the results are only clear for leg 1. This correction was made in the text. The time of leg 1 compared with leg 2 (later, when the convective boundary layer was fully developed) resulted in this difference, which has been clarified in the text.

11. Page 16, Line 20: Please provide statistical test for the linear relationship in Figure 10, especially 10c. In addition, solid rectangles and circles look very similar in Figure 10bc. Maybe use another marker such as “x” in Figure 10a.

The statistical information (correlation) was revised in the text. As the correlation is only around 0.6, we changed the sentence from nearly linearly related to more linearly related than the vertical velocity.

12. Page 16, Line 30-31: Firstly, although dry season seems to have a stronger linear dependency between rainfall and elevation than the wet season, they still look very similar. Is this difference significance tested between all adjacent elevation groups? Similarly, it would be helpful to indicate if the difference passes the significance test between different surface types for a single season in Figure 8. Secondly, the conclusions here about the dependency of dry season
rain rate on topography seem to valid at first. However, is this result independent from those in section 3.2.2 about surface type? If so, the authors need to indicate there is no specific relationship between surface type and topography. I also suggest adding a figure to show surface type and contoured elevation of the studied area.

We agree that it is more appropriate to test significant differences among the classes than between the seasons. We have tested the differences among the classes, and all differences during the dry season were significant. However, we continued our analysis of this difference using the T-student parametric test. We were curious why all classes passed the test and identified important discussion points related to parametric significance tests in very large sample sizes. These comparisons were done for several days at the pixel level, so the sample set is very large. All tests generally pass under this condition, and there is no statistical way to use the test with such a large sample set. By using box plots, all basic statistics are shown. Therefore, we decided to eliminate the T-student test for vegetation and topography. This test was only valid when we tested T3 site-specific data, which resulted in a much smaller sample set. We eliminated the arrows in Figure 9 (new, formerly 8) and 13 (new, formerly 12).

13. Page 18, Line 21: Could the authors provide reference to the related studies?

A reference was added to the text.

14. Quality of some figures need to be improved. Specifically, e.g., sub-figures were not properly labelled, such as Figure 3-6 & 9; black lines around the figure should be removed, such as Figure 3&6; Figure 2, Maybe more details about the box plot can be given either in text, figure caption, or both. e.g. how is “outlier” defined and how to determine the length of whiskers?; text “wet” and “dry” are not all visible inside the Figure 6; Figure 10a is in different size with 10bc; some texts were not shown as subscripts, such as Nccn and Dm; etc.

The sub-figures are now labeled The frame was a placeholder in the manuscript. The figures will be provided individually, and the Journal will organize according to their standards. Details about the box plots were added to the text. The “Wet” and “Dry” labels in Figure 6 are now visible. The size of Figure 10 was changed.

15. I’m not sure how to interpret the unit (%) of occurrence frequency in Figure 5&6. If the CFAD was constructed the same way as (Yuter and Houze, 1995, Part II, MWR), shouldn’t the unit be, for example, “% km-1 dBZ-1” for Figure 6ac.

The CFAD was constructed as follows: each CFAD consists of a PDF of reflectivity at each height multiplied by 100 so that the values are presented as percentages. The CFAD calculation used 2 dBZ-bin and 0.4 km-bin intervals. After the first paper (Yuter and Houze, 1995), the others papers that use CFAD rely on this explanation. We added this sentence to the legend and the intervals.

Typos and Grammar Issues includes, but is not limited to:

Page 1, Line 28: “This is study” → “This study”
Changed as recommended.
Line 30: “instruments systems” –> “instrument systems”

Changed as recommended.
Line 32: “have carefully been” –> “have been carefully”

Changed as recommended.
Line 35: “While” cannot be used to start the sentence here

Changed as recommended.
Page 2, Line 1: “as well” –> “as well as”, “among” –> “between”

Changed as recommended.
Line 2: “analyse” –> “analyzed”

Changed as recommended.
Line 3: “is” –> “was”

Changed as recommended.
Line 7: “observe” –> “observed”, “dependence on” –> “dependence of”

Changed as recommended.
Line 10: “cloud droplets number” –> “cloud droplet number”

Line 10-11: “revealed”, “exhibit” check tense consistency

Changed as recommended.
Line 20: “sea -level” –> “sea level”

Changed as recommended.

Changed as recommended.
Page 4, Line 20: “During” –> “during”

Changed as recommended.
Page 6, Line 20: “present” –> “presents”

Giangrande et al., so present is correct.
Line 25: “Section two” –> “Section 2”

Changed as recommended.
Page 9, Line 16: “differences, the” –> “differences. The”

Changed as recommended.
Page 10, Line 6: “Cloud Clusters and Rain Cells-Size Distribution” –> “Size Distribution of Cloud Clusters and Rain Cells”

Changed as recommended.
Line 27: “diameter” –> “Diameter”

Changed as recommended.
Page 11, Line 4: “present” –> “presented”

Changed as recommended.
Line 17: “function” –> “functions”

Changed as recommended.

Changed as recommended.
Page 15, Line 34: “difference” –> “different”

Changed as recommended.
Page 17, Line 25: remove “Conversely,”

Changed as recommended.
Page 30, Figure 1: Label for x-axis should be “mm i.Car¬h-1” not “mm.h-1”. Also check
other figures. Use “Sep” instead of “Sept”.

**Changed as recommended**

Page 32, Figure 3: “distributions between wet and dry seasons and the difference between dry . . .” → “distributions during the wet and dry seasons and the difference between the dry . . .”

**Changed as recommended.**

Page 33, Figure 4: “t-statistic” → “t-test”

**Changed as recommended.**

Page 36, Figure 7: “radar S-band” → “S-band radar”

**This part was eliminated as explained in item 3.**

Page 37, Figure 8: “t-student” → “Student’s t-test”

**Changed as recommended.**
Response to Anonymous Referee #2.

We would like to thank you for your valuable comments (italic). We will improve the manuscript based on your suggestions. Please find a point-by-point response (bold) and proposed changes to the manuscript below.

This paper uses satellite and in situ data from two recent field campaigns to provide an overview of precipitation characteristics in the central Amazon, and their sensitivity to environmental conditions including time of year (wet vs dry season), aerosol concentrations, land-surface type and topography. The paper describes the complex interactions between different processes in the region, particularly through their impact on cloud microphysics, in a way which is only made possible by these new measurements. While the broad scope of the paper means that each aspect cannot be explored in a lot of detail, it still provides interesting results while also showing the potential of these new datasets for further work. The paper is well organized and mostly well written (some grammar issues aside), and I recommend it for publication after addressing the following fairly minor comments.

Thank you for your comments and suggestions. All points were addressed as described below.

General comments

Language:
While the paper is perfectly readable and understandable, there are minor grammar errors throughout – these do add up to quite a large number, which is why I haven’t listed them below. I would encourage a thorough proofread by a native speaker.

The manuscript has been reviewed by American Journal Experts, an English-language editing service. We hope this has improved the grammar throughout the paper.

Introduction:
This is quite long (about a quarter of the whole paper), although it is very comprehensive. I don’t think it’s a major issue, but worth pointing out.

We agree that the Introduction is long for a conventional manuscript; however, because we are treating the introduction as an overview, we wished to describe what is known about cloud processes in the Amazon as determined from the field campaign so far. This is why we split the Introduction in two sub-sections. We hope this structure is acceptable as is.

Methods:
Given one of the aims of the paper is to show case a new dataset, it is really lacking in contextual information, including where exactly the whole experiment is taking place. If the instruments are all exactly collocated simply the latitude/longitude might be ok, but I would strongly encourage you to include a map somewhere, showing the location of
the instruments (particularly if placed at different locations), as well as the flight paths. This would also allow you to add some much needed context.

There are two papers that discuss the details of the GoAmazon campaign: Introduction: Observations and Modeling of the Green Ocean Amazon (GoAmazon2014/5) by Martin et al. (2016) (doi:10.5194/acp-16-4785-2016) and The Green Ocean Amazon Experiment (GoAmazon2014/5) Observes Pollution Affecting Gases, Aerosols, Clouds, and Rainfall over the Rain Forest by Martin et al. (2015) (doi:10.1175/BAMS-D-15-00221.1). We understand that the manuscript should be read independently from others papers; however, both papers were included in a special issue, and the introductory paper provides all of the descriptions about the project. Martin’s Figures 1 and 2 provide the information you request. In the beginning of the methodology, we reference these specific figures in order to provide the reader with a general description of the sites and flights.

I would suggest including land surface type, topography and maybe potentially mean winds/some other climatological data.

We added a figure (new Figure 8) indicating the radar-covered area, the vegetation and topography relative to T3 and the SIPAM radar.

State more precisely in the abstract where the experiment is taking place (i.e. not just ‘Central Amazon Basin’, but ‘in the vicinity of Manaus’ or something like that).

Changed as recommended.

Land surface results (3.2.2/3.2.3): while these results are interesting as a very general overview, I think it is difficult to draw particularly strong conclusions from them. Firstly, I’m not sure in Figure 8 there really is 95% confidence that the results are different; the test assumes all data points are independent, which will clearly not be the case. The most obvious example is the ‘urban area’, which accounts for only 0.5% of points – presumably these points are all clustered together, and likely to be highly autocorrelated. Even if the differences were significant, potential confounding factors are not considered at all by the authors. For example, topography and land surface type could be correlated in some way, in which case it wouldn’t be clear which factor was really driving the differences.

We have revised the figure to illustrate the vegetation and topography distributions. The data are not correlated, and forest covers much of the area. We computed the T-student test for the vegetation and topography to identify the difference between seasons, but the best method would be to test the difference among the classes, as stated by reviewer 1.

We agree with reviewer 1 that it is more appropriate to test significant differences among the classes than between the seasons. We have tested the differences among classes, and all differences in the dry season were significant. Furthermore, we used the T-student parametric test. We were curious why all classes passed the test and identified important discussion points related to parametric significance tests when using very large sample sizes. These comparisons were done for several days at the
pixel level, so the sample set is very large. All tests generally pass under this condition, and there is no statistical way to use the test with such a large sample set. By using box plots, all basic statistics are shown. Therefore, we decided to eliminate the T-student test for vegetation and topography. This test was only valid when we tested T3 site specific data, which resulted in a much smaller sample set. We eliminated the arrows in Figure 9 (new, formerly 8) and 13 (new, formerly 12).

Finally, the explanation of physical mechanisms is sometimes inconsistent. In particular, p14, L24-26 states that the urban heat island over Manaus will drive convergence and enhanced rainfall, while reduced latent heating will decrease rainfall over non-forest. These statements are interchangeable – cities have reduced latent heating, and the non-forest will be warmer, so why do they have opposite feedbacks?

The answer to your question involves the scale. There is a forest around Manaus, so the city will be warmer and receive moisture convergences from the forest. However, there is little moisture convergence from large deforested regions during the dry season because these regions have no moisture source to support this process (if the deforested area is large). We attempted to explain this scale problem and discuss the cautions that need to be taken when considering these physical explanations because scale impacts our discussion. The text was revised in the vegetation section to address this concern.

Minor comments
P9, L18-19: “Figure 1 clearly reveals. . .” Looking at figure 1 it looks to me like the only bin where the wet season is higher is the lowest one (and marginally, the second), which represent RR < 5.
This is a logarithmic scale; however, we have deleted the word “clearly.”

P11, L20: “This result suggests. . ..the wet season” I don’t quite understand this sentence.
This sentence has been removed.

P13, L14-15: “During the dry season. . ..mostly by drier days”. Might be useful to add a short comment as to why? Presumably this is because biomass burning is more likely to occur on dry days? More broadly, some comments on what the different sources are for the aerosol you measure would be useful.

We introduced a sentence with this discussion and added a reference that describes the aerosol types.

P13, L19: What was the significance level? I think it’s fine to discuss the results even if the significance is below 95% if they are still physically consistent, but there is still a difference between, for example, 80% significance and no correlation whatsoever.

We computed the significance (85%) and added it to the text.
P15, L21-28: if clouds were at different heights over forest and non-forest, could your fixed-height measurements simply be a reflection of what part of the cloud you were measuring, instead of the clouds having different microphysical properties over different surfaces?

You are suggesting that clouds over forest have a different cloud base than those over non-forest. This is true; however, we are not certain if this occurs within such a short path as those in this study (around 50 km). That said, the first leg occurred in the morning when the cloud base difference is very small. There was a cloud base flight (just below) prior to the level 1500. We have added a discussion about this possible effect on the measurements in the text.

Figure 1: it would be nice to have error bars (these could replace the squares and circles). I would only refer to the ‘T3 site’ in the caption if its location is defined in the text (not just with a reference).

Figure 1 is a frequency distribution; therefore, it is not possible to add error bars. However, we added a new Figure 2f, which shows the rain rate box plots.

Figure 6: It would be helpful to state in the caption roughly what ZDR, KDP and horizontal-vertical correlation refer to physically (e.g. ice orientation for ZDR).

Changed as recommended.
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Abstract. This study provides an overview of precipitation processes and their sensitivities to environmental conditions, in the Central Amazon Basin, in the vicinity of near Manaus, during the GoAmazon2014/5 and ACRIDICON-CHUVA experiments. This study takes advantage of the numerous measuring platforms and instrument systems operating during both campaigns to sample cloud structure and environmental conditions during 2014 and 2015, the rainfall variability among seasons, aerosol loading, land surface type, and topography have been carefully characterized using these data. Differences between the wet and dry seasons were examined from a variety of different perspectives. The rainfall rates, distribution, the total amount of rainfall, and the raindrop size distribution (the mean mass-weighted mean diameter) were quantified over both for the two seasons. The dry season generally exhibited a typically higher rainfall rate, than the wet season and included more intense rainfall periods. However, the cumulative rainfall during the wet season
The rainfall amount was four times larger than that during the total dry season rainfall, reflecting in large as shown in the total rainfall accumulation data. The typical size and life cycle of the Amazon cloud clusters (observed by satellite) and rain cells (observed by radar) were examined, as well as their differences in these systems between the seasons. Moreover, we analysed the monthly mean thermodynamical and dynamical variables measured by radiosondes to elucidate the differences in rainfall characteristics during the wet and dry seasons. The sensitivity of rainfall to the atmospheric aerosol loading was discussed with regard to the mean mass-weighted mean diameter and rain rate. This topic was only evaluated during the wet season only due to the insignificant statistics of rainfall events for different ranges of aerosol loading range and the low frequency of precipitation events during the dry season. The impacts of aerosols on the cloud droplet diameter varied based on droplet sizes different for small and large drops. For the wet season, we observed no dependence between land surface type and the rain rate. However, during the dry season, urban areas exhibited the largest rainfall rate tail distribution, and deforested regions exhibited the lowest mean rainfall rate. Airplane measurements were performed to characterize and contrast cloud microphysical properties and processes over forested and deforested regions. The vertical motion turned out to be uncorrelated with cloud droplet sizes, but the cloud droplet number concentration revealed a linear relationship to the vertical motion. Clouds over forested areas contained larger droplets than clouds over pastures at all altitudes. Finally, the connections between topography and rain rate were evaluated, showing a higher rainfall rates identified at over higher elevations during the dry season.

1. Introduction

1.1 - The Amazon Forest Climate

The Amazon Forest is a huge area spanning more than 3,000 km in the east-west direction and approximately 2,000 km from north to south. It crosses the equator, crossing the region, which is primarily located in the Southern Hemisphere and encompasses both equatorial and tropical climates. Additionally, the northern expanses of the Amazon Basin is influenced by the tropical Atlantic Ocean, while the western edge is dominated by the Andes Mountains, which rise more than 4,000 m above sea level in the tropical and equatorial regions.

Cavalcanti et al. (2009) have provided a detailed picture of weather and climate in Brazil, particularly in the Amazon. The dominant large-scale features in the Amazon area is the lack of major temperature gradients and the absence of baroclinic weather systems. However, these features do not mean that there is a lack of convective organization. The main synoptic systems that approach the region and alter the weather conditions are: a) the Intertropical Convergence Zone, mostly affecting the northern half of the Amazon; b) the easterly waves coming from the tropical Atlantic (Diedhiou et al., 2010); c) the upper tropospheric cyclonic vortices originating on the eastern coast of northeast Brazil and the associated upper air Bolivian High (Silva Dias et al., 1983 and Kousky and Gan, 1981); d) the South Atlantic Convergence Zone, which affecting the southern half of the Amazon and which has a major effect on the Amazonian convective activity as a whole (Rickenbach et al., 2002); and e) the northward propagation of convective clouds (Siqueira and Machado, 2004) and the remnants of mid-
latitude cold frontal systems that may propagate northward, sometimes beyond the equator, resulting in so-called “friagem” events (Marengo et al., 1997). Within the Amazon basin, convection is often organized into squall lines (Cohen et al., 1995) that are frequently occurring as large systems originating at the northern coast and are triggered by local sea breeze circulation (Greco et al., 1994). Some of these squall lines propagate to central Amazonas, dissipating during the night and reactivating the next day by diurnal heating.

Climate controls on the Amazon basin rainfall come from episodes of El Niño/La Niña episodes, which are defined by the tropical Pacific Ocean sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and from the tropical Atlantic SSTs (Marengo et al., 2013, 2016). Warm tropical Atlantic SSTs are associated with drought conditions in the Amazon region. During El Niño episodes, most of the Amazon basin experiences below-average rainfall, while during La Niña cases, the basin experiences are associated with above-average rainfall. The convective activity in most of the Amazon basin is part of the South American monsoon system (SAMs), which is associated with distinct wet and dry seasons (Silva Dias and Carvalho, 2016).

Horel et al. (1989) used satellite downward longwave radiation to characterized the seasonal variations in the Amazon region and found that the region experiences a with typical wet and dry seasons each year, with two transition periods in between them. Machado et al. (2004) has defined regionally, inside the Amazon basin, the driest month and the duration of the dry season. The dry season duration varies from only one month in the northwest sector to 3–4 months in southeastern Amazonas. For the Central Amazonas region, July, August and September are typically the driest months. Convection in Amazonas is more intense during the dry to wet transition season, during which thunderstorms exhibit more lightning activity (Albrecht et al., 2011) and when they are more sensitive to aerosol loading and topography (Gonçalves et al. and Machado, 2015). During the transition from the dry to the wet season is influenced by complex interactions between smoke-derived aerosols and deep convective clouds (Albrecht et al., 2011).

Although the seasonal variability in the average convective available potential energy (CAPE) seasonal variability is small, the tail of the CAPE’s seasonal distribution (computed as the surface parcel) seasonal distribution exhibits relatively higher values during the dry season than during the wet season (Williams et al., 2002). During the dry season, the aerosols produced by biomass burning in central South America impact a larger area, reaching the tropical Pacific, subtropical South America and South Atlantic (Andreae et al., 2001; Freitas et al., 2005, 2016; Camponogara et al., 2014). While the Amazonas region exhibits strong seasonal variations in atmospheric circulation and related precipitation patterns, the diurnal cycle is typically the same throughout the year. Most of the region has an afternoon peak of convective activity; however, there are selected areas experiencing quite intense nocturnal systems are observed and more pronounced where seasonality is more pronounced (Saraiva et al., 2016). The diurnal cycle of convection has a strongly linked to the underlying surface features, including its topography (Laurent et al., 2002), deforestation (Saad et al., 2010) and large rivers (Dos Santos et al., 2014; Silva Dias et al., 2004), demonstrating a link to surface features (Machado et al., 2004, Silva Dias et al., 2002). Additionally, large rivers impact rainfall evolution of rainfall during the convergence of the river breeze, ambient air flow (Fitzjarrald et al., 2008). Adams et al. (2016) have shown that one of the climate model’s central problems of the climate model related to the Amazon’s diurnal...
Convection and rainfall variability is the transition from shallow- to deep convection, which occurs on a time scale of approximately three hours.

The evolution of the boundary layer in the Amazon region has been studied, during intensive field observations conducted in different sub-regions in the Amazon Basin, including: The Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment (ABLE 2A, 2B, see Harris et al., 1988, 1990), the Anglo-Brazilian Amazonian Climate Observation Study (ABRACOS, see Gash et al., 1996), the Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere experiment in Amazonia (LBA, see Silva Dias et al., 2002), the Cloud Processes of the Main Precipitation Systems in Brazil: A Contribution to Cloud-Resolving Modelling and to the Global Precipitation Measurement (CHUVA, Machado et al., 2014) combined with ACRIDICON (Aerosol, Cloud, Precipitation, and Radiation Interactions and Dynamics of Convective Cloud Systems, Wendisch et al., 2010), and the Green Ocean Amazon GoAmazon2014/5 (Martin et al., 2017). Fisch et al. (2004) have indicated that the evolution of the boundary layer in the Amazon is linked to land cover and soil moisture, with a deeper mixed layer in the dry season over deforested areas and a shallower mixed layer over forested areas. During the wet season, there are small differences between the evolution of the mixed layer over forested and deforested regions.

During the dry season, the lower atmosphere is polluted by high aerosol concentrations caused by both biomass burning and aerosol lifetime suspended associated with the reduced precipitation (Artaxo et al., 2002 and Martin et al., 2010). During the wet season, the atmosphere is mostly clean and convective, and the landscape is referred to as the Green Ocean (Roberts et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2002 and Andreae et al., 2004) because the convection resembles storms over blue oceans, where the warm phase in clouds generally produces rain. Large urban areas, however, introduce perturbations into the pristine air (Martin et al., 2016, 2017).

The complex physico-chemical interactions observed in the Amazon Basin include the processes of rainfall formation processes, diurnal, seasonal, and interannual cycles, the cloud spatial organization of clouds, the mechanisms controlling cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), and the interactions between the vegetation, atmospheric boundary layer, clouds, and the upper troposphere. These processes are all in perfect synchronization, resulting in a stable equilibrium climate that produces rainfall equivalent to 2.3 metres throughout the 6.1 million square kilometres of the Amazon Basin, or the equivalent of an average of 27 trillion metric tons of rainfall each year on average. However, this amazing, complex mechanism can be modified by human activities. Recent results prove a recent study illustrates and quantifies (Fu et al., 2013) how this stable environment can be disturbed and the promptly move to another point of equilibrium shifted far from the one that produces abundant fresh water, keeps the forest alive and plays a primary role in controlling the global atmospheric circulation and energy distribution.

1.2 Knowledge about Cloud Process in the Amazon Acquired during Field Campaigns

In particular, the most recent GoAmazon2014/5, and CHUVA-ACRIDICON measurement campaigns provided Amazonas with a well-established comprehensive dataset to elucidate the complex aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions within the Amazon...
Bbasiin. The GoAmazon observations, collected over two years, have delivered a wealth of data to study aerosol-cloud-precipitation (ACP) interactions (Martin et al., 2016). During the two intensive operation periods (IOPs), conducted during the wet and dry seasons, additional airplane data were collected by the IARA (Intensive Airborne Research in Amazonas), Martin et al. (2017) and the ACRIDICON campaign (Wendisch et al., 2016). The overall data collected under the umbrella of the framework of GoAmazon campaign also includes the CHUVA Pproject (Machado et al., 2014) and several other initiatives, which have compiled the most complete dataset in Amazonas to study the associated with atmospheric chemical and physical interactions. GoAmazon2014/5 data were collected in the environs of Manaus city, the capital of Amazonas State. Manaus is a city of around two million people located, in the middle of Central Amazonas and serves as a natural laboratory from which to explore the urban pollution effects on the Amazonas’s background environment.

Recent work by Gerken et al. (2015) has shown strong enhancement of ozone concentrations close to the surface during storm downdrafts in the central Amazon and describes suggests that the important effect of storm downdrafts bringing higher ozone concentrations from middle-higher altitudes play an important role in enhancing ozone concentrations. The same effect was found by Betts et al. (2002) for the southwest Amazon during LBA. Wang et al. (2016) used airplane (G1) to describe the mechanism by which for maintaining the aerosol concentrations are maintained in the pristine Amazonian boundary layer. The aerosol losses via precipitation scavenging at the surface are replaced by the storm downdraft fluxes that bring high concentrations of nano-sized particles from the upper atmosphere during precipitation events. These nanoparticles combine with the oxidation products of VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) to form CCN at the surface and assist in the formation of clouds. Measurements by the G1 and by HALO (High Altitude and Long-Range Research Aircraft) show a very high concentration of nanoparticles in the upper troposphere, with concentrations up to 65,000 particles per cm$^3$ (Andreae et al., 2017).

Aerosol particles influence cloud formation. Cecchini et al. (2016) have highlighted the effects of the Manaus aerosol pollution plume on the cloud droplet size distribution during the wet season when only a small sensitivity would be expected. They described the significant influence of the Manaus pollution plume in reducing the size and increasing the number of cloud droplets as well as the total liquid water content. The ACRIDICON-CHUVA campaign collected in-situ data during 14 research flights using the HALO research aircraft (Wendisch et al., 2016). The high numbers of flight hours inside growing cumulus clouds allowed a sensitivity analysis of the aerosol concentrations and of the thermodynamic effects of such concentrations in the warm phase of cumulus clouds. Cecchini et al. (2017a) have also demonstrated that a 100% increase of 100% in the aerosol concentrations led to an 84% increase in the droplet number concentration of droplets, but the same relative increase in vertical velocity corresponded only to a 43% change. Braga et al. (2017) have compared HALO microphysical probe measurements of cloud droplet number concentrations with a parameterization based on CCN and updraft at the cloud base. Jäkel et al. (2017) have presented a new methodology to retrieve the vertical distribution of the hydrometeor phase using cloud-side reflected solar radiation measurements and have discussed the mixed phase layer as a function of aerosol loading. Giangrande et al. (2016) have presented the statistical behaviour of cloud vertical cloud motions as a function of season, instability and convective inhibition. Burleyson et al. (2016) have discussed the diurnal cycle and spatial variability.
of deep convection among the different GoAmazon sites. Giangrande et al. (2017) have also presented an overview of cloud, thermodynamics, and radiation interactions.

Preceding GoAmazon2014/5, ABLE-2 and LBA collected cloud and rainfall data used to understand the rainfall variability and its interaction with surface vegetation, topography and aerosols in the Amazon. The ABLE-2 project consisted of two expeditions: the first in the Amazonian dry season (ABLE-2A) during July-August 1985 and the second, in the wet season (ABLE-2B) during April-May 1987 (Harriss et al., 1988, 1990, Greco et al., 1990). Greco et al. (1990) have described the rainfall and kinematics of the central Amazon using GOES (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite) imagery, revealing the importance of the tropical squall lines on the rainfall regime of the Amazonas. Some years later, Garstang et al. (1994), Greco et al. (1994) and Cohen et al. (1995) provided a detailed description of the tropical squall lines in the region. The TRMM-LBA campaign was designed to calibrate the TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) satellite. The observations were conducted in southern Amazonas, along the arc of deforestation, during the wet season. Several studies contributed to our current understanding of the rainfall variability at different scales. Machado et al. (2002) discussed the complex diurnal cycle interaction at a synoptic scale, while Laurent et al. (2002) examined the mesoscale convective system initiation and propagation, and Rickenbach et al. (2004) showed the importance of the nocturnal clouds in rainfall in the southwestern Amazonas rainfall, Silva Dias et al. (2002), Petersen et al. (2001), and Cifelli et al. (2002) are some of the studies have all published findings using TRMM-LBA data to describe the microphysical properties of the rainfall field, the cloud processes, and the biosphere interactions in this region. In addition, different rainfall features have been detected associated with wind regimes: in particular, easterlies and westerlies in the southern Amazon have been associated with breaks and active phases of the South American Monsoon System (Silva Dias and Carvalho, 2016, Rickenbach et al., 2002). In the northwestern Amazon, northerlies and southerlies are associated with more stratiform and convective systems, respectively (Saraiva et al., 2016).

Greco et al. (2014) used satellite rainfall products to define the features associated with the river breezes associated with the Negro, Solimões and Amazon Rivers. Fitzgerald et al. (2008) have described the effect of the Tapajos River effect on the rainfall, and Silva Dias et al. (2004) have shown how showed the wind structure that favours cloud formation on the upwind side of the Tapajós River during daytime. Negri et al. (2000) used passive microwave radiances to construct a 10-year climate related variability of the Amazonas’s rainfall patterns. Saraiva et al. (2016) have described the general statistics of the related to Amazonas rainfall using the meteorological S-band radar operational network and have discussed the diurnal cycle as well as the relationship between reflectivity and the cloud electrification process.

All of these studies have contributed to the establishment of our current basic knowledge about the rainfall statistics and related processes in Amazonas; they have, providing a new perspective for research in Amazonas and have elucidating several aspects of the ACP interactions. The studies associated with field campaigns covered specific seasons (normally the wet season) or resulted from sparse rain gauge or indirect measurement data with low spatial and temporal resolutions.
In GoAmazon2014/5, the extensive set of rainfall dataset collected using the S, X, and W band radars, airplanes, disdrometers, vertical pointing radar, rain gauges, microwave radiometers, ceilometers, and LIDARs provides a comprehensive view of the main variabilities and characteristics of the precipitation in the Central Amazon. Giangrande et al. (2017) present an overview covering the cloud aspects that primarily focus on the diurnal cycle and its impact on the radiative effects and thermodynamics effects of clouds. This study presents an overview of the rainfall characteristics and sensitivities to vegetation, topography, and aerosols particles and evaluates the seasonal variability of these factors. The main goal is to discuss the sensitivities of the primary processes controlling rainfall over the Central Amazon using a relatively long time series (2014-2015) of data based on the comprehensive dataset collected during GoAmazon2014/5 and complemented by aircraft measurements made during ACRIDICON-CHUVA.

Section 2 describes the data and methodology employed in the study. Section 3 presents the results and discussions of the seasonal rainfall characteristics and sensitivities to aerosol, vegetation and topography; and Section 4 summarizes the major findings.

2. Data and Methodology

Several instruments were employed in this study. This section describes the instruments and the data processing procedures. Figures 1 and 2 in the Martin et al. (2016) study, in the same special issue, show the GoAmazon site locations and the flight tracks of the G-1 aircraft. Wendisch et al. (2016) show the flight tracks (Figure 6) of the HALO aircraft during the ACRIDICON-CHUVA campaign.

A laser precipitation disdrometer (PARSIVEL, see Löffler-Mang and Joss, 2000) measures the size and terminal velocity of hydrometeors that pass through the detection area sampled by a laser beam (54 cm²) over a specific time interval. Two different PARSIVEL disdrometers were used during the entire whole campaign: one during the CHUVA Project from September 2014 to October 2015. Raindrops larger than 5 mm were eliminated from the dataset to best match the co-located rain gauge accumulated rainfall and a complementary filter was applied, as described by Giangrande et al. (2016). The drop size distribution (DSD) and all the respective rainfall rates (RR, in mm h⁻¹) and mean mass-weighted mean diameters (Dₘₐₜ, in mm) were obtained in 5-minute intervals for periods where RR ≥ 0.5 mm h⁻¹, as suggested by Tokay et al. (2013).

The Doppler radar S-band dataset consists of retrievals from the Manaus radar operated by the Amazon Protection System (SIPAM). The reflectivity and RR fields were computed using the 2.5 km SIPAM Manaus S-band Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) for each radar volume at every 10-minute intervals. The corrected radar reflectivity for each volume was interpolated to a fixed grid on which the rainfall products were generated. Specific procedures were applied to the dataset to compute RR fields from reflectivity, to reduce noise, and to improve data quality. First, RR fields were computed using a Z-R relationship adjusted to the region using 2014 wet-season impact disdrometer data: Z=174.8R¹.⁵⁶. This is a fixed Z-R relationship for convective and stratiform clouds and for both the wet and dry seasons.
Therefore, the total rainfall estimated should be considered as a reference by which to study the differences among the topography and vegetation classes and not as an absolute, precise rainfall amount. The maximum and minimum rain rates considered were 160 mm h\(^{-1}\) and 0.52 mm h\(^{-1}\), respectively. The rain rate was not computed when the radar beam had less than 10% quality reflectivity values (non-null reflectivity). Finally, a range filter was applied to remove the pixels closer than 10 km and farther than 135 km from the radar.

The Doppler radar X-band dual-polarization dataset was obtained by the mobile Meteor 50DX Selex radar during the CHUVA Project (Schneebeli et al., 2012). The radar data underwent three main processing steps, including differential phase shift (PhiDP) filtering and specific differential phase (KDP) derivation, differential reflectivity (ZDR) offset correction, and horizontal reflectivity (Zh) and ZDR attenuation correction. The uncorrected raw differential phase shift had a noisy signal that needed to be filtered before the calculation of its range derivative (KDP). Several methods can be used to filter and smooth the data, such as a moving average, median filters, and linear programming approaches. In this study, we used the finite impulse response (FIR) filter, based on Hubbert and Bringi (1995).

Once the filtered PhiDP profile was obtained, KDP was calculated using a least squares linear fit. To verify and calibrate the accuracy of the differential reflectivity measurement, a vertical pointing, rotating scan (also known as “bird-bath” scan) was incorporated into the X-band scan strategy. During light precipitation and in the absence of strong winds, the vertical and horizontal returned signals of a vertically-oriented beam should be the same. Differences between the horizontal and vertical channels may appear due to poor calibration between the channels, random effects, beam-filling, or side-lobe clutter contamination, among other factors (Gorgucci et al., 1999). Although the standard calibration was performed, careful examination of the ZDR behaviour before and after the calibration changes was necessary. We selected all of the observations with no radar gates higher than 30 dBZ below 2 km and analysed the overall ZDR values and the temporal changes in the mean value. A persistent, positive ZDR offset (approximately 0.5 dB) was found and applied to the data. After these steps, we applied the attenuation correction. X-band radars are more prone to signal attenuation due to rain than C- and S-band radars. It is therefore mandatory to correct the signal for attenuation prior to any analysis using reflectivity data, if such a correction is possible (Schneebeli et al., 2012). With a dual-polarization system, one can use the differential phase shift to calculate the attenuation due to rain. We applied the ZPHI method (Testud et al., 2000) to the entire dataset where dual-polarization moments were available. The corrected Zh and ZDR values were then ready to be used as inputs for rainfall analysis or hydrometeor classification studies.

The cloud droplet size distributions were derived from the HALO measurements using a cloud droplet probe (CDP, Lancel et al., 2010; Molleker et al., 2014 and Wendisch and Brenguier, 2013). This instrument measures the droplet size distribution within the size range of 3 μm to 50 μm based on the hydrometeor’s forward scattering properties. The DSD is sorted into 15 size bins for each measurement cycle. The probe was operated at a 1 Hz frequency. The major sources of uncertainty for the instrument are as follows (Weigel et al., 2016): (a) uncertainty in the cross-section area (0.278 mm\(^2\) ± 15%), (b) the relatively small sample volume (cross-sectional area multiplied by aircraft speed), and (c) counting statistics for each size bin. As noted by Molleker et al. (2014), the CDP uncertainty is approximately 10%. Braga et al. (2017) performed an intra-comparison
between the CDP and the other HALO cloud probes and concluded that they agree within instrumental uncertainties. The vertical wind component \( w \) was measured by the Basic HALO Measurement and Sensor System (BAHAMAS) located at the nose of the aircraft (Wendisch et al., 2016) and calibrated according to Mallaun et al. (2015). The uncertainty in \( w \) is approximately 0.3 m s\(^{-1}\).

Using the disdrometer or the CDP, the mean mass-weighted mean diameter \( \langle D_m \rangle \) was computed as the ratio between the fourth and third moments (liquid water content) of the DSD (see Bringi et al., 2002 for a detailed description). For every five minutes of a continuous rainfall event (defined as \( RR \geq 0.5 \) mm h\(^{-1}\)), the moments were computed using a parameterization derived by Tokay and Short (1996).

A condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI 3010) in the Aerosol Observing system instruments from ARM measured the number concentration of individual aerosol particles at 10 m above ground level at the T3 site (main GoAmazon site at Manacapuru, see Martin et al., 2016 for a detailed description). The data were averaged to five-minute intervals covering the period from January 2014 to March 2015 (Thalman et al., 2017). The background or polluted conditions were defined based on the specific CPC distribution for each season, by the threshold value associated with the 33% and 66% percentile, respectively, for the dry and wet seasons. The threshold values and details are presented in relevant specific sections below.

The total number-concentration of individual cloud condensation nuclei particles \( N_{CCN}(S) \) was measured with a continuous-flow stream wise thermal-gradient CCN counter (model CCN-200, DMT, Longmont, CO, USA) (Rose et al., 2008). The measured aerosol was sampled by the HALO aerosol submicrometer inlet (HASI). Particles with a critical supersaturation \((S=0.52 \pm 0.05\%)\) were activated and formed water droplets. Water droplets with a diameter \( \geq 1 \) µm were detected by an optical particle counter. Details about the measurement mode can be found in Andreae et al. (2017). The error in supersaturation resulted from the calibration uncertainty, as described by M. Pöhlker et al. (2016); it is estimated to be in the range of 10%.

This study considers the wet and dry seasons as the months of January to March and August to October, respectively. Some instruments only-operated during the two GoAmazon2014/5 IOPs: IOP1 during the wet season and IOP2 during the dry season, corresponding to February to March and IOP2 to 15 September to 15 October, respectively. The S-band radar data are available for both years (2014 and 2015), while the X-band only-operated in the 2014 IOPs.

Thermodynamics parameters such as CAPE, Convective Inhibition Energy (CINE), Precipitable Water Vapour (PWV), Lifting Condensation Level (LCL) and bulk shear were computed using the T3 radiosondes at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC for 2014. The thermodynamics parameters were computed using temperature and humidity at the surface. Bulk shear is defined as the difference between the average surface-6 km wind velocity and the surface-500 m wind velocity.

3. **Results and Discussion**
This section first discusses the rainfall characteristics and variability by comparing the wet and dry seasons to establish the primary differences between seasons. Section 3.2 discusses the studies of sensitivity analyses relative to aerosols, vegetation and topography.

3.1 Rainfall Seasonal Variability

The seasonal variability will be presented from different perspectives, including general patterns, regional differences, characteristics of the observations from satellite (clouds) and radar (rainfall) observation characteristics, the DSD drop size distribution, rainfall vertical profile, and hydrometeor populations.

3.1.1 General Precipitation and Thermodynamic Patterns.

Amazonas has a distinct seasonal variability with distinguished wet and dry seasons. The length and start date of the wet season depends on the region location within the Amazonas Basin. The mean monthly rainfall (2014-2015) for the wet season was 369 mm, for the wet season (considering a month of 30 days) and only 87 mm for the dry season. These numbers show the large difference expected between the two seasons. However, from the RR rain rate point of view (considering only when it is raining) also exhibited, the seasonality also presents differences. The mean RR rain rate (computed in 5 minutes intervals) for the wet season was 7.7 mm h\(^{-1}\), while that for the dry season was 9.4 mm h\(^{-1}\). Therefore, although the dry season has approximately 4 times less accumulated rainfall than the wet season, the average rainfall event during the dry season produced a greater amount of rain than the wet season. There was only one event during the wet season in which a RR rain rate of approximately 100 mm h\(^{-1}\) was recorded within a few minutes only. The relative population intensity of the dry season rainfall events is more pronounced towards high RR than that of events during the wet season. This distinctive feature has important consequences for the cloud microphysical and macrophysical structures of clouds. The main reason for this difference is associated with the instability and cloud cover. Figure 2 presents monthly box plots for the monthly statistics of thermodynamics variables, with the lower (Q1) and upper (Q3) bounds representing the 25% and 75 percentiles. The whiskers are defined by Q1 - 1.5 * IQR (lower) and Q1 + 1.5 * IQR (upper), IQR is the interquartile range (Q3-Q1).

Figure 2A shows the CAPE distribution for the wet and dry seasons in 2014. The dry season has a larger CAPE than the wet season, and the frequency with which the CAPE exceeding 2000 J kg\(^{-1}\) is higher during the dry season. The wet season has typical monsoonal rainfall, with widespread moderate rain, in contrast to the more isolated and intense rainfall events that occur during the dry season. Zhuang et al.'s (2017) study of shallow-to-deep convection transition in Amazonas found similar results.

This characteristic of rainfall events with a higher RR rain rate during the dry season is explained based on the seasonal differences in the thermodynamic parameters. Comparing these seasons, important differences can be
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clearly noted in Fig. Figure 2 highlights some of these important differences. The dry season has a larger CAPE, higher CINE, less available water vapour, a higher cloud base, and higher shear than the wet season. The CAPE increases from March to September; and the largest tail distributions occur at the end of the year when humidity increases and cloud base decreases. During the dry season, only regions with strong forcing can produce convective clouds that use the higher CAPE and shear available to produce organized convection. Gonçalves et al. (20154) show that the increased RR\text{rain rate} (radar reflectivity values larger than 35 dBZ) during the dry season mainly occurs over the higher topography (higher elevations) in Amazonas (section 3.2.1). The higher CINE and, smaller amount of water vapour reduces the occurrence of convection, but when convection is able to develop, it has all the ingredients to be deeper. Machado et al. (2004) explains that the more intense convective clouds during the dry to wet season transition may result from less competition of surface moisture convergence to feed cumulonimbus clouds because there is a smaller number of rain cells exist. Figure 2f presents the RR\text{rain rate} statistics for 2014 and the monthly rainfall measured by rain gauge in T3.

3.1.2 Size Distribution of Cloud Clusters and Rain Cells

Cloud clusters and rain cell calculations were computed using the data were derived from GOES-13 satellite images and S-band radar employing the algorithm called-Fortracc (Forecasting and Tracking Cloud Clusters see Vila et al., 2008) algorithm. A cloud cluster is defined by connected ensembles of pixels with brightness temperatures (BT); for the 10.5 \text{\mu m} channel that are colder than 235 K, as defined by Machado et al. (1988). A rain cell is defined as a connected ensemble of pixels in the radar 2.5 km CAPPI with reflectivity larger than 20 dBZ. Embedded in the cloud clusters, quite often, rain cells, which are embedded in cloud clusters, are observed when clouds start to form raindrops. Considering the wet and dry seasons, the typical average cloud cluster size and lifespan have 75-km effective radius (hereafter called \text{radius}) and 1.5-hours, respectively, during the wet and dry seasons in the Amazon. The typical rain cell size has a 7.5-km radius and a 0.6-hour lifespan. On average, cloud clusters are 10 times larger and have lifespan times approximately three times that of their associated rain cells. These are the average characteristics; and, there is a wide range of cloud clusters come in a wide range of sizes. Cloud clusters can have more than exceed 300-km in radius and have a lifespan longer than 24 hours, while rain cells can grow to sizes occur up to approximately 60-km in radius and lifetime of a couple of hours. Figure 3 shows the dry and wet season cloud clusters and rain cell size distributions identified in this study, as well as the differences between them. The basic size distribution is not very different does not vary substantially between the two seasons because cloud cluster size distribution has a power law follows an exponential size distribution, as shown by Machado et al. (1992); however, certain distinctions, but some clear characteristics can be noted if the difference is computed. The wet season has more small and large rain cells and cloud clusters than the dry season. The dry season produces more rain cells in the range of a 10-km radius and cloud clusters of an approximately 40-km radius. The ratio between the cloud cluster and rain cell average radii during the wet season is much higher greater because of the larger stratiform cloud decks typical of a monsoon cloud regime. The thermodynamics of the dry season environment discussed in the preceding section favours the organization
of more compact and active convection, with more intense rainfall rates, but with an accumulated rainfall amounts that are 4 times smaller.

3.1.3 Mass-Weighted Mean Rainfall Mean Mass-Weighted Diameter for the Dry and Wet Seasons

An important aspect to be evaluated is related to the different variations in cloud processes between the two Amazonian seasons: were evaluated in this study in order to determine whether are these important microphysical differences between rains during the wet and dry seasons exist, or whether only the RR rain rate and rainfall frequency vary between seasons different? The way to investigate these features were investigated through the deployment of disdrometers and a dual-polarimetric radar. It is important to consider that this study focuses on rainfall and raindrops; however, and that seasonal differences in cloud droplet size distributions may warrant attention as well be quite different. For instance, the effect of the aerosol concentrations on the cloud droplets in shallow convective clouds, where aerosols generally reduce the size and increasing the concentration of a given liquid water content, is well known (Cecchini et al., 2016, among several other studies). However, if a polluted cloud transitions from shallow to deep convection, aerosols can invigorate clouds for the dry and wet seasons measured as in situ cloud droplet data were collected for a shallow cloud population. The result is very different when the comparison among seasonal data collected is made using disdrometers that measure raindrops at least 100 times larger (in their mean measured as mass-weighted mean diameter (Dm)) are compared. Given that the RRRain rate, which varies different between the two seasons, the comparison between dry and wet season Dm values for the dry and wet seasons were compared performed as a function of the RRRain rate in 5 mm h⁻¹ intervals. Another important feature to be evaluated in the comparison is the different frequencies of convective and stratiform clouds during the wet and dry seasons also merit evaluation. As discussed by Giangrande et al. (2017), the wet season has higher occurrence of stratiform clouds occur more often in the wet season than the dry season; hence, the Dm evaluation should be performed separately for convective and stratiform clouds. The cloud classification employed in this study was performed using the radar wind profiler (RWP) and ancillary data as described by Giangrande et al. (2017) from March 2014 to December 2015. Clouds were classified based on the predominant cloud type in the warm cloud layer. Convective clouds include strong and weak convection, while stratiform clouds include those the classification of the stratiform with and without a well-defined bright band and stratiform with a not well-defined bright band.

Figures 4a and 4b show the Dm for the wet and dry seasons as functions of the RRRain rate for convective and stratiform clouds. The arrows on the x-axis mark distributions where the averages are different given, with a statistical significance of 95%. For convective clouds, it is clear that the mean mass-weighted mean diameter is larger during the dry season for a given RRRain rate. This result suggests the different cloud processes generating larger rainfall drops. The differences in shallow clouds
during the dry season may be due to the reduced humidity, as shown in Figure 2c, which can reduce supersaturation and increase droplet evaporation via entrainment. However, if the cloud evolves into the deep convective stage, the higher cloud base, shear, and CAPE induce stronger vertical motions and mesoscale organization, generating higher amounts of ice (shown in next section) and forming larger raindrops through melting of large ice particles such as snow and graupel. For stratiform clouds (Figures 4b), the difference between the two seasons is much smaller and only significant for very low rain rates.

3.1.4 Cloud Vertical Profiles for the Dry and Wet Seasons

The results presented above discuss the rainfall at the surface level on the ground. In order to better understand the cloud processes associated with the dry and wet seasons includes the evaluation of the hydrometeor vertical profiles of precipitating clouds. An X-band dual-polarization radar was installed at the T3 site and operated during the GoAmazon2014/5 IOPS in February-March and September-October 2014. To account for wet radome attenuation effects and obtain useful dual-polarization measurements with sufficient vertical coverage, the data analysed to build the next figures included only cases without rain over the radar and for data collected within the 10- and 60-km radius range. Based in the radar strategy, as described in the data methodology section, the volume scan was processed with attenuation correction and a ZDR offset to build the contoured frequency by altitude diagram (CFAD) for the dry and wet seasons for the of reflectivity (Z), specific differential phase (KDP), differential reflectivity (ZDR), and the horizontal and vertical correlation coefficient that measures the consistency of the H and V returned power and phase of each pulse for both the wet and dry seasons.

Figure 5 shows the reflectivity CFAD for the dry and wet seasons. One can note that the typical stratiform and convective patterns for the wet and dry seasons are clearly visible, respectively. For the wet season, the bright band is very clear and has a pronounced peak of reflectivity at approximately 4 km, which corresponds to the layer where ice is melting and increasing the reflectivity increases. Moreover, the upper levels above the melting layer have less intense reflectivity, demonstrating the less intense convective process that occurs in the majority of cases during the wet season. For the dry season, the typical convective profile with a higher reflectivity in the lower levels corroborates the higher RR rain rates observed during this season. In addition, the mixed and glaciated layers exhibit a more frequent occurrence of high reflectivity values, indicating the presence of large ice hydrometeors.

Figure 6 shows the CFAD for the dual-polarization parameters, ZDR, KDP and co-polar correlation coefficient. The hydrometeor response to the transmitted signal depends on several factors that may alter certain characteristics of the measured signal, such as hydrometeor orientation by the electrification field (see Mattos et al., 2017 for a detailed discussion), ice density, and different crystal shapes. Of course, there are also other possible effects that may impact the data quality, such as resonance and partial beam-filling. Although the CFADs are not completely different, these parameters have a small range of variation and are subject to the limitations described above, some clear differences among
the seasonal differences can be observed. The ZDR that mostly describes the largely reflects ice orientation contains a larger frequency of near-zero or negative signals during the dry season than during the wet season. This can be largely associated with the crystal orientation by the electrical field, as more lightning occurs during the dry season. This has a larger frequency of near-zero or negative signals during the dry season than during the wet season (see Williams et al., 2002) and more positively oriented ice shapes such as graupel may occur during the dry season than the wet season. The KDP distribution shows considerably larger values in the warm layer during the dry compared to the wet season, indicating that the higher RRs are probably associated with intense updrafts, as shown by Giangrande et al., (2016). The correlation coefficient highlights an interesting feature. During the dry season, it seems that there is a clearer distinction between the mixed phase and the glaciation phase above 8 km. The wet season correlation coefficient is more homogenous with height inside the cloud. Cecchini et al. (2017b) and Jakel et al. (2017) discuss the greater efficiency of clouds forming in a clean environment to produce ice. The dry season exhibits average correlations at approximately 8 km, demonstrating a deeper and unmixed water layer of water at these heights. This feature indicates that clouds forming during the wet season have a smaller mixed phase than the clouds forming during the dry season and under poor air quality conditions in a much more polluted environment.

## 3.2 Rainfall Sensitive to Aerosols, Topography, and Vegetation

This section presents studies the rainfall sensitivities to different surface types, topography and aerosol concentrations. Ancillary data describing vegetation type, topography and aerosol concentration, as well as measurements from the HALO airplane, are employed to study the total rainfall, RRate, cloud droplet and raindrop sensitivities to these environmental and geographical characteristics.

### 3.2.1 Rainfall $D_m$ as a Function of Rainfall Rate for Polluted and Clean Cases

The impact of the aerosol concentration on the cloud microphysical properties needs to be analysed for the different seasons. Particle concentrations measured at the surface using the CPC, at the surface, for during the dry and wet seasons are very different, vary greatly from one another. For instance, the 33rd and 66th percentiles are 673 cm$^{-3}$ and 1377 cm$^{-3}$ for the wet season and are 1954 cm$^{-3}$ and 3392 cm$^{-3}$ for the dry season, respectively. The dry season has a Nearly three times as many aerosols are present during the dry compared to the wet season, which can have strong, substantial implications for cloud and rainfall formation. However, as shown in Figure 2, the thermodynamic characteristics are also very different, vary greatly, and the differences cannot be explained only by the difference in aerosol concentrations-difference. To evaluate the impact of aerosol on cloud processes, the rainfall mean mass-weighted mean rainfall diameter must be evaluated for different population of particle concentrations during for each season. However, after analysis, this comparison was possible only during for the wet season because the rainfall events with particle concentrations exceeding 66th percentile in the
The dry season for the cases with particle concentrations exceeding 66th percentile were rare. During the dry season, the upper one-third of the population of aerosol concentrations is characterized mostly by drier days. The dry season is characterized by biomass burning and with aerosol mass-loading (organic) aerosols than that during the wet season. Shilling et al. (2018) describes the typical aerosol types and the evolution of organic aerosol particles during the wet and dry season in the Manaus pollution plume. Figure 7 shows the \( D_{60} \) during the wet season for background (particle concentrations less than the 33rd percentile) and polluted (particle concentrations greater than the 66th percentile) conditions as a function of \( R_{\text{rain-rate}} \). This calculation requires two different instruments to be co-located. Therefore, the number of samples from population of each 5-minute continuous rainfall event intervals, in each \( R_{\text{rain-rate}} \) class was drastically reduced. Consequently, the differences between the two air quality categories populations in each \( R_{\text{rain-rate}} \) bin were significant only at the 85% level. Even if the differences between the two average values for background and polluted cases are not significant, the physical results show clear trends are coherent. For low small \( R_{\text{rain-rate}} \), which are more often associated with warm cloud processes, the cases with background aerosol concentrations have a larger \( D_{60} \) because there are fewer CCN and lower cloud droplet concentrations, resulting in large raindrops. However, for greater higher \( R_{\text{rain-rate}} \), which are typically associated with deep convection, the \( D_{60} \) is greater higher for polluted clouds, demonstrating the major effect of convective invigoration discussed in the preceding section. Rosenfeld and Ulbrich (2003) used satellite data to estimated the raindrop size distributions for continental and maritime Amazon clouds (LBA). They found that c-Clouds over the continent produces greater concentrations of large drops and smaller concentrations of small drops. They suggested that this behavior is caused by the effects of aerosol effects on the precipitation formation processes.

### 3.2.2 Rainfall Sensitivity to Surface Cover

There is a very complex diurnal cycle over the Amazonas basin. Burleyson et al. (2016) used 15 years of satellite data to show a heterogeneous spatial distribution of convection that results from numerous local effects of the rivers and vegetation cover. Using radar data, Saraiva et al. (2016), using radar data, also found the Amazonas diurnal cycle to vary be regionally varying. In addition to the natural geographical effect, there is rainfall modulation occurs through anthropogenic-induced changes in vegetation and presence of large cities. Laurent-Durieux et al. (2003) showed the differing have shown that cloud cover varies as a function of the deforestation pattern. Lin et al. (2010), among several other studies, have discussed the urban heat island effect on the region’s climate. To understand how vegetation cover influences the precipitation characteristics, two approaches were applied: one using statistical radar data and the other using a special HALO mission specifically aimed at this topic.

For the statistical approach, the \( R_{\text{rain-rate}} \) was calculated from the SIPAM S-band radar data was employed to compute the \( R_{\text{rain-rate}} \) for the dry and wet seasons, as described in Section 2. The surface cover was obtained from the digital Terra-Class classification data (Almeida et al., 2008). This database presents contains 15 vegetation classes of vegetation such as forest; hydrology; urban areas; and several deforestation classes, including clean and dirty pasture, deforested
areas, and exposed soil, among others. These classes were regrouped in four specific categories: forest (covering 76.9% of the studied region), hydrography (16.3%), non-forest (6.2%), and urban area (0.5%). These two sets of datasets were combined to evaluate the different RR rates for each surface cover type. Terra-Class has 300 m resolution and was interpolated to the radar grid considering the most frequent surface type class. Figure 8 presents the spatial distribution of the vegetation classes (Figure 8a) over the 150 km radius of the S-band radar and the topography of the region (Figure 8b).

Figure 9 shows the RR box plot statistics for each surface type in the wet and dry seasons. This analysis does not consider cloud life cycle or the different thermodynamic or dynamics conditions that may have been present or the cloud life cycle. It only considers the overall statistics present among the different surface types. The different behaviours are a consequence of different physical processes, which will be discussed in this section.

For the wet season, the RR statistics vary little among the different surface cover classes. However, for the dry season, one can note differences such as a higher amount of rainfall occurred over the urban areas and smaller amounts occurred over non-forested regions. As expected, in general, the dry season RR was higher than that in the wet season. The median and the tail of the distribution were larger over urban areas and smaller over deforested areas. The median value of RR was larger over urban areas and smaller over deforested areas. The median value difference between the median values of non-forested and urban RR for the dry season was approximately 25%. Although the statistical population of number of radar pixels in each class is very different and varied and the urban area represents only 0.5% of the area, the box plot patterns are different. The smaller differences during the wet season can be expected because of the rainfall during this season, as described above, has a strong component of stratiform cloud components typical of a monsoon rainfall regime, as described above. In this type of regime, the large-scale dynamic forcing is very strong, and the surface type has little impact. However, during the dry season, rainfall events largely depend on local forcing and surface latent heat flux. Manaus, as an urban centre, is characterized by a strong heat island effect (Souza and Alvala, 2014) that creates a convergence fed by moisture from the surrounding forest. The non-forested area has less available latent heating than the forest, which may contribute to lower RR rates. We should clarify that these are the results associated with RR and not for the total rainfall amount. The total rainfall amount is larger over the forest and hydrology areas (not shown).

Fisch et al. (2004) have discussed the differences in the boundary layer between forest and pasture. They show, for the Amazonas dry season, that the height of the fully developed convective boundary layer over forest is approximately 1100 m, and it is approximately 50% higher over pasture. During the wet season, the forest and pasture have nearly the same boundary layer height (approximately 1000 m). Does the different thermodynamic behaviour during the dry season result in different cloud microphysical properties and, consequently, different radiative forcing? This is a very important question because climate change simulations in Amazonas need to correctly reproduce the cloud processes over each of these surface covers. The results presented above consider the RR and the final effects of the surface on the clouds. Several physical processes play an important role in the generation of the different RR rates between different surface types, such as the different boundary layers described above. The effect of the surface on the cloud droplet distribution under the shallow
The flight AC17, which was completed on 27 September 2014, was a mission looking at the cloud contrast between clouds above forest and pasture surfaces. The objectives were to observe and compare clouds—macrophysical and microphysical cloud properties over both forest and pasture areas under comparable environmental conditions. As the flight legs occurred at the same fixed level, the thermodynamics and aerosol concentrations were nearly the same due to the short flight time and path (≈40 km) in each region. The two flight legs paths are shown in Figure 10. The cloud profiling was carried out over the 80-km both 40-km legs (red lines in Figure 10), which included the forested, transition, and pasture surface covers. The flight plan for the cloud profiling legs was designed for a fixed altitude level for each leg in order to profile clouds along the trajectories. The flight level was selected as a function of the cloud development at the local time for each flight leg. Leg 1 occurred at 1500 UTC (11:00 LST) and leg 2 at 1700 UTC (13:00 LST). The height of the flights employed in this study was 1500 m, 1900 m and 2500 m. In leg 2, the cloud base was higher and the clouds were measured at 1900 m and 2500 m. In Figure 10, the GOES visible image shows the increase in the cloud cover from the first flight to the second, as well as the typical shallow cumulus clouds measured. During the morning leg 1 flight, in the morning, the cloud base was nearly the same over both the forested and non-forested areas; however, during the flight in the afternoon flight, the cloud base over the non-forested area appeared to be slightly higher than that over the forested area. Therefore, some differences among clouds can also be related to the measurements taken at the same height but in a different cloud layer. The analyses were performed using only 350 seconds of measurements from each region and at each flight level were used in this analysis. In this way, Data from the beginning of the flight over the forest, the boundary between the forested and deforested region, and the final flight path over the deforested region were discarded so that—and only data from the centres of the forested and deforested regions were evaluated. Figure 11a shows a scatter plot of the cloud droplet number concentration and liquid water content for flight leg 1 over the forest and pasture at approximately 1500 m, 1900 m and 2500 m. These data show a nearly linear relationship, with a correlation coefficient ranging between 0.94 to 0.99 for the relationship between cloud droplet number concentration and liquid water content among the different varying heights. For a fixed cloud droplet number concentration, clouds over the forested area have more liquid water than clouds over pasture at the same height. This means cloud droplets developing over the rain forests are larger than those evolving over pastures. Therefore, the cloud droplet size distribution is different between the two regions, with forested areas producing larger cloud droplets.
Figure 12 shows the cumulative histogram of the CCN number concentrations (N_{CCN}) for the two legs over the forested and non-forested regions at around approximately 1500, 1900 and 2500 m. The decrease in N_{CCN} with the altitude for boundary layer aerosols agrees with the other flights carried out during the ACRIDICON-CHUVA campaign, as shown in Andreae et al. (2017). The magnitude of the N_{CCN} is typical for polluted regions in Brazil, and falls means in between strong biomass burning events and forested regions far away from biomass burning events. For Leg 1, N_{CCN} distribution is nearly identical at the 1500 m and also in 1900 m flight heights for both the forested and non-forested regions, however, at 2500 m, the distributions are quite different, with the forested region exhibiting a greater number N_{CCN}. For Leg 2, the difference between the two surface types is larger, and the forested regions exhibited higher N_{CCN} than the non-forested region at all altitudes. In the first leg, the difference between forested and deforested regions increased with the altitude, and the deforested regions always have more exhibited greater N_{CCN}. Two factors should be considered: leg 1 occurred at around approximately 13:00 LST, therefore, the convective boundary layer was not fully developed, and at 2500 m, the measurements likely represent primarily the residual boundary layer from the previous day. Leg 2, occurred later, at around approximately 13:00 LST, when the boundary layer was deeper and well mixed. Another important factor to be considered is the regional wind direction from east, therefore for leg 1, the air over the forest was the air advected from the deforested region, and for leg 2, a north-south transect flight, the air was advected from the homogenous forest along the easterly side.

The cloud microphysics differences between the forested and deforested clouds are probably related to these differences in the N_{CCN} distributions. One can note that some clouds over pastures have the same amount of liquid water quantities as clouds over forests, although the pasture clouds contained a higher cloud droplet number concentrations. This could result from several processes, such as larger vertical motion induced by the higher sensible heating, and/or by the large aerosol concentration over pasture and/or the high water availability over the forest.

Figures 11b and 11c show the D_{m} and cloud droplet number concentrations as a function of the vertical motion. It is clear in these figures illustrate that the larger cloud droplet diameter samples population over the forest and the larger cloud droplet number concentrations increase with the vertical velocity (updraft and downdraft), but there is not a clear relationship between vertical velocity and D_{m}. The vertical velocity increases supersaturation but does not appear to modulate the droplet size. Cecchini et al. (2017a) also found that different flights to have demonstrated a small correlation between the vertical motion and droplet size. Nevertheless, the cloud droplet concentrations are more linearly related to the vertical motion (correlation coefficient is correlation around 0.6). The stronger the updrafts are, the higher the number droplet concentration is. This relationship does not appear to show differences between forested and pasture areas.

3.2.3 Rainfall Sensitivity to Topography

The topography database employed in this study included the digital elevation data from the NASA Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission and has a resolution of 90 m at the equator (Jarvis et al., 2008). Figure 8 shows the topography...
spatial distribution within the 150 km radius of the radar’s coverage. As the sample size data population decreases logarithmically relative to the elevation increases, the classes were binned in log intervals as follows: from 0 to 15 m, from 15 to 40 m, from 40 to 83 m and from 83 to 157 m. Using the S-band radar data, a statistical box plot was constructed for each topography class (Figure 13). For the wet season, one can note that the statistics are nearly the same for all topography classes. The highest topography class shows nearly the same median but a slightly smaller tail distribution. However, for the dry season, considerable box plot differences are found among the topography classes. The higher the land surface topography is, the longer is the tail of the rain rate distribution. During the dry season, convective inhibition is higher, as shown in Figure 2, and the cloud formation requires some kind of forcing to overcome this inhibition and take advantage of the higher CAPE available during this season. Topography is one of the forcing mechanisms that allows this to occur, even if the differences are only a few hundred metres.

4. Summary and Conclusions

The Amazonas climate is comprised of distinctive and complex interactions between a multitude of different physical processes that, resulting in one of the most important rainfall production systems on Earth. The interannual variability is high, and in recent years, records of driest and wettest years on record have been observed. El Niño, La Niña, and the Atlantic Ocean temperatures are some of the interannual features affecting the total rainfall. Alternatively, In addition, there are many synoptic conditions affect responsible for the large-scale rainfall mechanisms. These are the ingredients necessary to generate large amounts of rainfall in Amazonas, and they are normally organized in mesoscale convective systems. The cloud and precipitation systems differ during the wet and dry seasons. The total amount of rainfall in the wet season is 4.2 times larger than that in the dry season, but the dry season rain rates observed during the dry season are approximately 22% higher than those that occur in the wet season. The wet season has a smaller CAPE, CINE, vertical wind shear, and cloud base height and a greater amount of integrated water vapour than the dry season. The wet season typically has monsoon-type rainfall, while convection occurs at a smaller scale during the dry season. Convection is organized at a smaller scale than in the wet season. The typical cloud cluster in Amazonas (wet and dry season) has an effective radius of approximately 75 km and a 1.5-hour life cycle. The rain cells inside these cloud clusters have an average radius of approximately 7.5 km and an 0.6-hour life cycle. The seasonality also modulates the size distribution of these features. The wet season has more small and large cloud clusters and rain cells, which are typical of isolated cumuliform convection and monsoon rainfall cloud organization. The dry season has proportionally more cloud clusters and rain cells of approximately 40 km and 10 km radii, respectively, favouring a cloud organization that is reduced in size but larger than that of isolated convection. The differences between the two seasons are also observed in the clouds’ microphysics. During the dry season, rain drops are larger in convective clouds during the dry season than during the wet season, likely, for the convective clouds probably due to enhanced ice processes. For stratiform clouds, larger drops are also observed, but are not statistically significantly different.
The cloud hydrometeor vertical profile signature was evaluated for the first time in Amazonas in this study. X-band dual-polarization radar data were used to provide dual-polarization CFAD variables for the dry and wet seasons. As expected, there are differences between the dual-polarization statistical distributions between the seasons. The wet season cloud type has a typical bright band at approximately 4 km altitude. The dry season has a stronger reflectivity below and above the melting layer, which is characteristic of the liquid water and ice profiles of stronger convective clouds. The ZDR profile of the dry season indicates more vertically-oriented ice, while the KDP profile revealed larger positive values in the mixed phase, consistent with more frequent and stronger updrafts. During the dry season, the correlation coefficient indicated more inhomogeneous/heterogeneous clouds above the melting layer, with two distinct layers above and below under 8-km height. This indicates a clearer characterization of the mixed phase and glaciation layers.

The evaluation of the effect of aerosol number concentrations on the raindrop size distribution shows an interesting feature. Due to the small statistical sample of rainfall events during the dry season for different ranges of aerosol loadings, it was only possible to evaluate the aerosol effect during the wet season. Clean cases show larger raindrops for lower RR rain rates, and polluted cases show larger raindrops for a higher RR rain rates. For a RR rain rate less than 8 mm h⁻¹, the typical warm rain and less organized convective rainfall events, the clean cases have a more straightforward interpretation based on the small number of CCN and consequently larger droplets. However, when convection becomes deeper with increased larger RR rain rates, the polluted cases seem to invigorate convection, as suggested by Rosenfeld et al. [2008].

General statistics for how the surface type impacting the RR rain rate were used to find significant results only for the dry season. The wet season did not exhibit different RR rain rates for different surface types. For the dry season, urban regions had the highest RR rain rate, and deforested regions had the lowest. This is probably related to the Manaus heat island effect, with moisture provided by the surrounding forested area and the smaller latent heating fluxes in large deforested areas, respectively. Nearly identical simultaneous cloud properties were measured by the HALO airplane over the forested and deforested areas. The specific flight design, which allowed for an evaluation of the microphysical differences in shallow convective cloud formation, provided unprecedented data to study these differences under nearly the same synoptic and environmental conditions. Nearly simultaneous flight legs at the same height, along a short path of only 40 km, allowed us to compare the cloud processes over different surfaces types. As a result, it was observed that clouds over forested areas were observed to have larger cloud droplets, and in general, the vertical velocity was well correlated with the cloud droplet number-concentrations. However, these data did not exhibit mass-weighted mean cloud droplet mean mass-weighted diameter.

Finally, the impact of topography on the RR rain rate was evaluated. There was no difference in the RR rain rate during the wet season for different topography classes. For the dry season, there was a clear increase in the RR rain rate as elevation increased. This was probably related to the topography forcing required to overcome the large CINE and take advantage of the large CAPE available during this season.

The results presented indicate that the GoAmazon data-set brings new insights into the process of cloud and rainfall formation in the Amazon, and to those complexities requiring further research. There is the entire dataset is likely to
have a very high potential impact of the whole data set into the modelling of aerosol, cloud, and landscape features in tropical scenarios. Nevertheless, there are several fruitful areas that still necessitate further potential future research to complete the full picture of the cloud processes in Amazonas. For instance, a detailed microphysical description of clouds as a function of the two patterns of convection, the cumuliform and deep convection, is still wanting (see Wang et al., 2018). The changes in the microphysical properties and mixed phase are some of the unknown behaviours of cloud processes. How these processes change as a function of the season, cloud life cycle, aerosol loading, and topography are some examples of areas in need of further research to complete the full picture of the cloud processes in Amazonas. Another potential area for future detailed study includes the implications and solutions for GCMs, which may not resolve such subtle variations in topography but are very important for triggering convection during the dry season.
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Figure captions

**Figure 1**: Rainfall rate (RR) histogram for wet and dry seasons computed using the T3 disdrometer. Wet and dry seasons occurred from January to March and August to October, respectively, for the years 2014 and 2015. Rainfall rate (RR) and total rainfall (R) are given in the legend.

**Figure 2**: Box Plots illustrating monthly a) convective available potential energy (CAPE), b) convective inhibition energy (CINE), c) precipitable water vapour (PWV), d) lifting condensation level (LCL), e) bulk shear and f) mean rainfall rate (RR) and rainfall. Data are for 2014 and were collected at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC using the T3 radiosondes. Rainfall was computed using the T3 rain gauge. Each box represents the 25% to 75% populations and the line inside the box shows the median value; circles represent outliers.

**Figure 3**: Rain cell (left, based on the SIPAM S-band radar) and cloud cluster (right, based on GOES-13 IR brightness temperature [BT]) size distributions, on the left and right side respectively, between wet and dry seasons; and the difference between dry and wet season distributions in (black, right axis).

**Figure 4**: Mass-weighted mean raindrop diameter ($D_m$) as a function of the rainfall rate (RR) for wet and dry seasons for a) convective and b) stratiform rain events. The arrows on the x-axis indicate variations in the averages based on the Student’s t-test (95% confidence). The box represents the 25% to 75% populations and the line inside the box shows the median value; the circles are the outliers.

**Figure 5**: X-band radar reflectivity contoured frequency by altitude diagram (CFAD) for the wet (top) and dry (bottom) seasons. Each CFAD consists of a PDF of reflectivity (2 dBZ bin intervals) at each height (400 m bin intervals) multiplied by 100 so that values are displayed as a percentage. X-band radar reflectivity contoured frequency by altitude diagram (CFAD) for the dry and wet seasons from the X-band radar.

**Figure 6**: ZDR (gives an idea of horizontal—positively, —and vertical—negatively—oriented hydrometeors), KDP (gives an idea of hydrometeor concentration and hydrometeor orientation) and horizontal-vertical correlation (gives an idea of the
homogeneity of the hydrometeor) contoured frequency by altitude diagram (CFAD) for the wet (top) and dry (bottom) seasons as derived using the X-band radar. Each CFAD consists of a PDF of ZDR (0.5 dB bin intervals), KDP (0.5 dB bin intervals), and co-polar correlation (0.05 bin intervals) at each height (400 m bin intervals) multiplied by 100 so that the values are displayed as a percentage.

ZDR (gives an idea about horizontal—positive and vertical—negative oriented hydrometeor), KDP (gives an idea about the hydrometeor concentration and hydrometeor orientation), and horizontal-vertical correlation (gives an idea about the hydrometeor homogeneity) contoured frequency by altitude diagram (CFAD) for the dry and wet seasons from the X-band radar. Each CFAD consists of a PDF of Zdr (0.5 dB bin intervals), Kdp (0.5 dB bin intervals) and co-polar correlation (0.05 bin intervals) at each height (400 m bin intervals) multiplied by 100 so that values are in percent.

Figure 7: Mass-weighted mean rainfall diameter as a function of the rainfall rate (RR) during the wet season for clean (CPC smaller than the 33rd percentile) and polluted (CPC larger than the 66th percentile) air over pasture. Each box represents the 25% to 75% populations, and the line inside the box shows the median value; circles represent outliers.

Rainfall mean mass-weighted diameter as a function of the rain rate during the wet season for clean (CPC smaller than the 33rd percentile) and polluted (CPC larger than the 66th percentile) over pasture. The box represents the 25% to 75% populations, and the line inside the box shows the median value, and the circles are the outliers.

Figure 8: a) Four vegetation classes, as obtained from the digital Terra-Class classification: forest, hydrography, non-forest, and urban area; and b) Topography across a 150 km radius as derived using SIPAM radar. X-band (T3 site) and S-band radar positions are shown in the figure. a) The vegetation classes obtained from the digital Terra-Class classification in four specific classes: forest, hydrography, non-forest, and urban area and b) Topography over the 150 km radius of the SIPAM radar. X band (T3 site) and S band radar position are shown in the figure.

Figure 9: Rainfall rate (RR; from S-band radar) box plots for the wet and dry seasons given different surface cover classes. Each box represents the 25% to 75% populations, and the line inside the box represents the median value. Rain rate (from radar S-band) box plot statistics for the wet and dry seasons for different surface cover classes. The box represents the 25% to 75% populations, and the line inside the box shows the median value.

Figure 10: AC17 flight paths over forested and deforested regions. Flight legs 1 and 2 are shown in red on panels (A) and (C), respectively (source from Google Earth). The dot on the flight leg 1 corresponds to 56°57′W, 4°13′S and that on flight leg 2 corresponds to 55°17′W, 5°53′S. Visible GOES-13 images for flight legs 1 and 2 at the time of each flight are shown on panels (B) and (C), respectively. AC17 flight paths over forested and deforested regions. The flight leg is shown in red (source from Google Earth), the upper (A) panel is leg#1, and the (C) panel is leg#2. The dot in the flight leg corresponds to 56°57′W, 4°13′S for leg#1 and 55°17′W, 5°53′S for leg#2. Visible GOES-13 images at the time of the flights are shown on panel (B) for leg#1 and (C) leg#2 flights.

Figure 11: a) Cloud droplet concentration as a function of liquid water content; b) mass-weighted mean cloud diameter as a function of vertical velocity; and c) cloud droplet concentration as a function of vertical velocity for forest and pasture at
different heights. a) Cloud droplet concentration as a function of the liquid water content; b) cloud mean mass-weighted diameter as a function of the vertical velocity; and c) cloud droplet concentration as a function of the vertical velocity for forest and pasture at different heights.

**Figure 12:** CCN concentration ($N_{CCN}$) cumulative histogram for (a) leg 1 and (b) leg 2 of AC17 flight paths over forested and non-forested regions at different flight heights. CCN number concentration ($N_{CCN}$) Cumulative histogram for leg 1 (a) and leg 2 (b) for AC17 flight paths over forest and non-forest regions for different flight heights.

**Figure 13:** Wet and dry season rainfall rate (RR) box plots for different topography classes. Each box represents the 25% to 75% populations, and the line inside the box represents the median value. The line represents the remaining population. Rain rate box plot statistics for the wet and dry seasons for different topography classes. The box represents the 25% to 75% populations, and the line inside the box shows the median value. The line represents the remaining population.
Figures

Figure 1. Rainfall rate (RR) histogram for wet and dry seasons computed using the T3 disdrometer in T3 site. Wet and dry seasons covered the periods between January to March and August to October, respectively, for the years 2014 and 2015. Rainfall rate (RR) and total rainfall (R) are given in the legend.
Figure 2: Box Plots illustrating the monthly statistics of the a) convective available potential energy (CAPE), b) convective inhibition energy (CINE), c) precipitable water vapour (PWV), d) lifting condensation level (LCL), e) bulk shear and f) mean rainfall rate (RR) and mean monthly rainfall. Calculations are for 2014 and were collected using the T3 radiosondes at 00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC. Rainfall was computed using the T3 rain gauge. Each box represents the 25% to 75% populations and the line inside the box shows the median value; the circles represent the outliers.
Figure 3: Rain cell (left, based on the SIPAM S-band radar) and cloud cluster (right, based on GOES-13 IR brightness temperature [B_T]) size distributions during the wet and dry seasons; and the difference between the dry and wet season distributions (in black, right axis).
Figure 4: Mass-weighted mean raindrop mean mass-weighted diameter ($D_m$) as a function of the rainfall rate ($RR$) for wet and dry seasons for a) convective and b) stratiform rain events. The arrows on the x-axis indicate variations in that the averages are different, based on the Student’s t-test at 95% confidence. The box represents the 25% to 75% populations and the line inside the box shows the median value; and the circles are the outliers.
Figure 5: X-band radar reflectivity contoured frequency by altitude diagram (CFAD) for the dry and wet (top) and dry (bottom) seasons from the X-band radar. Each CFAD consists of a PDF of reflectivity (2 dBZ bin intervals) at each height (400 m bin intervals) multiplied by 100 so that values are displayed as a percentage in percent.
Figure 6: ZDR (gives an idea of the horizontal—positively—and vertical—negatively—oriented hydrometeors), KDP (gives an idea of the hydrometeor concentration and hydrometeor orientation) and horizontal-vertical correlation (gives an idea of the homogeneity of the hydrometeor homogeneity) contoured frequency by altitude diagram (CFAD) for the dry and wet (top) and dry (bottom) seasons as derived from the X-band radar. Each CFAD consists of a PDF of ZDR drift (0.5 dB bin intervals), KDP drift (0.5 dB bin intervals) and co-polar correlation (0.05 bin intervals) at each height (400 m bin intervals) multiplied by 100 so that the values are displayed as a percentage.
Figure 7: Mass-weighted mean rainfall mean mass-weighted diameter as a function of the rainfall rate \( \text{RR} \) during the wet season for clean (CPC smaller than the 33\textsuperscript{rd} percentile) and polluted (CPC larger than the 66\textsuperscript{th} percentile) air over pasture. Each box represents the 25\% to 75\% populations, and the line inside the box shows the median value; the circles represent outliers.
Figure 8: a) The vegetation classes, as obtained from the digital Terra-Class classification in four specific classes: forest, hydrography, non-forest, and urban area; and b) Topography over a 150 km radius as derived using of the SIPAM radar. X-band (T3 site) and S-band radar positions are shown in the figure.
Figure 9: Rainfall rate (from radar-S-band radar) box plots statistics for the wet and dry seasons for given different surface cover classes. The box represents the 25% to 75% populations, and the line inside the box represents the median value.
Figure 10: AC17 flight paths over forested and deforested regions. The flight legs 1 and 2 are shown in red on panels (A) and (C), respectively (source from Google Earth). The upper (A) panel is leg#1, and the (C) panel is leg#2. The dot on the flight leg 1 corresponds to 56°57’W, 4°13’S for leg#1 and that on flight leg 2 corresponds to 55°17’W, 5°53’S for leg#2. Visible GOES-13 images for flight legs 1 and 2 at the time of each flight are shown on panels (B) for leg#1 and (C), respectively, for leg#2 flights.
Figure 11: a) Cloud droplet concentration as a function of the liquid water content; b) cloud mean mass-weighted mean cloud diameter as a function of the vertical velocity; and c) cloud droplet concentration as a function of the vertical velocity for forest and pasture at different heights.
Figure 12: CCN number-concentration ($N_{CCN}$) cumulative histogram for (a) leg 1 (a) and (b) leg 2 (b) for AC17 flight paths over forested and non-forested regions at different flight heights.
Figure 13: Wet and dry season rainfall rate box plots for the wet and dry seasons for different topography classes. Each box represents the 25% to 75% populations, and the line inside the box represents the median value. The line represents the remaining population.